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Chicken saag recipe madhur jaffrey

Madhur Jaffrey's recipes Choosing from the menu is never straightforward – I'm always worried about making the wrong choice and losing something I'll never get to try again. But as soon as I sink into the soft loft pillow favoured by old-school British Indian restaurants, all such worries melt away – I know exactly what I'm going to have. Inevitably, it's a spicy lamb curry for chef's
specialties, accurate dal and saag paneer, accompanied by plain naan, preferably the size of a napkin. Now I can make some pretty decent lamb curries, although I sometimes have trouble recognizing one, and I'm da dali's stick hand, but the simplest dish – fried spinach and fresh cheese – has turned out to be a remarkably hard nut. Nothing I've tried has come close to garlic-
like, greasy greens served with the most humble curry houses; It's nice, but not the kind of dish you'd go to like an obsessive woman. It felt like a rather more systematic approach – how do they do it? Greens Madhur Jaffrey's saag paneer (with homemade paneer)In India, this dish is known as palak panels – saag is really just a common word for greens, but mustard leaves,
purslane and fresh fengreek tend to be harder to get in the UK, spinach or pieces are commonly used. Although I've long suspected, having consumed several hundred versions, that the secret of Indian restaurant saag paneers isn't with fresh spinach – I even let slimy sacks try a couple of years ago – most recipes that I think require it. Only the British Indian restaurant fan
community is willing to consider anything else, and one poster on the online bulletin board recommends frozen blocks, admitting that of course you can use fresh spinach, but this naturally leads to a humid finish. This is certainly true, but the taste of fresh stuff is much better, as Madhur Jaffrey notes in his recipe. You need ripe spinach like supermarkets so confusingly ignore,
which favor baby leaves that are far too sensitive to this dish; I'm lucky to have a local market selling it in large muddy bundles; vegetable merchants and farm shops are other good sources. If you can't find it, I suggest you use the frozen variety of the whole magazine instead. (One frozen food expert sells it for an excellent value of £1 bags.) Whatever you choose, keep the texture
quite thick instead of chopping it, as Jaffrey suggests, as it is very different from squid cheese. Dan Toombs saag paneer More important than spinach guy is what you do with it. Traditional Indian recipes simply add it fresh, stinging it into muses, spinach is largely water, this leaves the dish too moist for my taste. Dan Toombs, aka Curry Guy, whom we encountered in our
adventures in chicken tikka in chicken tikka bleach the leaves wisely first, then squeeze them dry before stirring, which keeps the container dry and means you do not overcook the veg. If you use frozen spinach, take a tip from the superbly named Salvador Dhal on the Curry Recipes forum and let it melt, drain and dry before use – it needs to be thoroughly squeezed from excess
liquid (you'll be surprised how much liquid comes out), he writes. That's the key to the success of this dish. This surprise also applies to fresh spinach. Cheese Salvador Dhal's saag paneerPaneer, a fresh white unsalted cheese, is relatively widely available today (in large supermarkets should have it), but it's also stupidly easy to make at home with just milk and lemon juice. I
prefer homemade flavor and fluffier texture, but I can't get it as solid as the variety bought, which makes it more prone to break down in a pan. To be honest, it's largely there as a creamy foil for spicy spinach, so I don't feel guilty about buying it, even though I'm trying to improve my cheese-making technique in the future. Homemade or not, I don't think baking cheese is as optional
as Toombs suggests – considering he says it makes the paneer melt in your mouth crispy on the outside and comfortable and warm in the middle, why not? Although it is green, this dish does not need to be healthy. Spices and aromas Rick Stein's saag paneerSaag paneer is always heavily alliaceous – garlic is a must, and Rick Stein's India, India and Pakistan volume
Charmaine Solomon's excellent Complete Asian Cookbook, Dhali and Toombs all add onions, the last to introduce it in its red form. I'm not sure it's absolutely essential (how can it be if Jaffrey doesn't use it?), but I like the sweetness against garlic stinginess, and the same goes for ginger, which almost everyone also sticks in. However, toombs' fresh tomato seems unnecessary.
Jaffrey adds fresh green chilli to the dish, while Stein, Solomon, Toombs and Dhali go for chilli powder – I prefer fresh flavour. In fact, while Solomon and Toombs add cumin and coriander, and Toombs also uses fencing clover, it's possible to squash with dry spices here. Jaffrey and Stein's subtly sweet garam masala in restrained quantities and almost universally popular turmeric
are enough for this simple side. DairyThough saag paneer is almost always served dry in British Indian restaurants, Jaffrey and Stein finish theirs with one cream and yogurt, and Stein also suggests a slightly double cream as a richer dish. While I love the combination of spinach and cream, here it robs a plate of the bold flavors I'm so used to, I'll leave it out. However, I like to cook
different elements of ghee instead of vegetable oil; it adds more richness without the taste of onion and garlic. Cooking methodJaffrey and Toombs start their food with garlic and chillipasta and cook different elements separately. This isn't necessary – Dhali is an advocate of a fast and hot method that explains that you want to catch spinach and an odd piece of onion and garlic
here and there (where much of the fine taste of this dish comes from), and I'm inclined to agree. As he says, this isn't much simpler. Perfect saag paneer Felicity Cloake's perfect saag paneer (serves 4 sideways)500g fresh spinach, well washed (or 5 reels of whole leaf frozen spinach, melted, pressed well and left to dry completely)2 tbsp ghee150g panel, diced1 small onions, very
thinly sliced (mandolin is useful)4 greasy garlic cloves, very thinly sliced4cm ginger, grated1 fresh little green chillies, deseeded and thinly sliced1 tsp garam masala1/2 tsp turmeric1/2 teaspoon salted with salted water to boil. Drop the washed spinach, bleach for 10 seconds, drain and cool in the ice water. Squeeze well and finely chop the stems and roughly chop the leaves.
Squeeze again and again until the water no longer comes out – it should be as dry as possible. If using frozen spinach, skip this step, but roughly chop it. When ready to cook, easily place all ingredients within reach of the hotplate. Heat the ghee in a large heavy frying pan over medium-high heat and fry the paneer cubes in batches if necessary until golden and peeled. Place a
grooved spoon on kitchen paper, sprinkling lightly with salt, leaving as much ghee in the pan as possible. Heat until it starts to smoke a little. Add the onion, garlic, ginger and chilli to the pan with the spices and salt and fry vigorously, stirring until well dyed but not burnt. Add the chopped, dry spinach and paneer and stir vigorously until hot – it should stick a little, but make sure it
doesn't burn. Season and serve. Saag paneer: do you prefer the wet, Indian style or the drier British equivalent? What else can you do with homemade paneer and what other Indian restaurant favourites would you like to crack? When Madhur Jaffrey writes a new book about indian cuisine in the country of his birth, chefs who love this type of food will notice. He has done it again
with Madhur Jaffreyâ €™s Curry Nation (Ebury/Random House, $29.95), a book of 100 recipes collected in Britain, accompanied by the story of why Indian cuisine is part of the British culinary scene and has been around for 500 years. Jaffrey, a Delhi-based author of many of the best-selling, award-winning cookbooks, is also a successful actor. After spending much of his life in
New he visited the UK, where he had been a student, to report on the latest changes on the Indian food front. Some British measures should not interfere with our ability to prepare various curries in this well-produced book. This recipe is simplified from Punjabi classic Zahda Saeed, a cooking teacher in London, where yogurt enjoys and salad of onions, tomatoes and cucumbers
is served with the dish. Chicken Palag (Kanacurry with spinach)Serves 66 tablespoons of olive or sunflower oil3 medium onions, finely sliced6 cloves of garlic1 teaspoon (796 ml / 28 ounces) plum tomatoes1 teaspoon hot chilli powder1/2 teaspoon turmeric4 teaspoons ground coriander2 teaspoons ground cumin and garam masala1-1 1/2 teaspoon salt2 teaspoons peeled, finely
grated ginger root2 3/4 kilograms (1.2 kg) of whole chicken, skinned, 12 pieces, or cut chicken parts1 pound (500 g) fresh or frozen, melted spinach, chopped4 tablespoons of milk2 whole green chilliCooked rice or breadHeat a large, wide jug over medium heat and add oil. When it is hot add the onions and garlic, stirring for a few minutes. Cover and cook until browned, stirring
occasionally and adding a little water if the mixture dries. Increase the heat to a high level and add tomatoes and their juice, stirring and stirring for 2-3 minutes. Add the chilli powder, turmeric, coriander, cumin and garam masala, stir in the mixture during cooking until you have a thick sauce. Mix salt and ginger. Add chicken pieces and brown them from all sides for 2-3 minutes.
Cover and cook over low heat for 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Increase the heat to high and add spinach, milk and chilli. Mix well and cook over medium heat for 15-20 minutes, stirring from time to time. Add water if the chicken appears to become infected or brown too much. Serve hot, with rice or bread. Flatbread.
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